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Minn. Secretary of State visits MSUM
BY RACHEL LEINGANG
Editor

As part of a statewide tour
of technical colleges, twoyear colleges and four-year
universities, Minnesota Sec. of
State Mark Ritchie made a stop
at MSUM on Tuesday.
Ritchie’s office partnered
with MSUM’s Student Senate to
register voters on campus and get
the word out about the upcoming
state elections.
“Students face special barriers
to voting and often we’re able to
answer some questions people
have in terms of how to register
and where to vote,” Ritchie said.
Some of these special barriers
include voting in a hometown,
using absentee ballots or
registering to vote for the first
time.
The secretary of state’s
office started a program called
Vote in Honor of a Veteran in
which voters can commemorate
veterans who’ve impacted their
lives by exercising the very thing
they’ve fought for: democracy.
Moorhead resident Desi Hart
voted in honor of his uncle,
Vietnam veteran Felix Orona, in
2008 and wrote, “Mr. Orona is a
strong American hero. Everyone
should be proud of the job he was
involved in over there. Most of
the friends from his unit did not
make it out and he remembers
them till this day.”
The Vote in Honor of a Veteran
program had 70,000 participants
in its first election, making it a
personal way to distinguish votes.
Ritchie’s office also partners
with other organizations, like the
League of Women Voters, and
has voter registration events at
many large gatherings, like Taste
of Minnesota and Minnesota
Twins games.
All of these tools are working
to accomplish one important
goal: getting more voters to the

Chris Franz/Photo Editor
Mark Ritchie (left), Minnesota secretary of state, recruits MSUM juniors Gabrielle Welin (middle) and Lindsey Lindell
to register to vote at the CMU on Tuesday.

polls.
Student Senator Tyler Anderson
emphasized the importance of
voting for college students.
“Especially if you’re living
on campus, it’s a good idea to
register and to vote because their
votes are going to be shaping our
campus, like how much tuition
fees are going to be, how much
the school gets reimbursed,”
Anderson said. “Their vote is
going to directly affect their
experience at MSUM.”
Ritchie also spoke of the
importance of voting, particularly
in a contentious state like
Minnesota. Last year, many
close races were decided by
recounts, and two were actually
chosen by flipping a coin. The
highly publicized Senate recount
involving Al Franken and Norm
Coleman is one example of tight
vote margins in Minnesota.

“Maybe Minnesota is unusual,”
Ritchie said. “But the truth is we
have some very close races and
every single vote matters.”
Ritchie also noted that issues
important to college students
like tuition, jobs and the price of
gasoline all have ties to elections
and voting.
Although the hype for
presidential
elections
is
considerably more noticeable
than midterm elections, many
important offices are up for grabs
this year, including governor,
secretary of state and all state
legislature seats.
Not only is showing up at a
polling place or filling out an
absentee ballot necessary to
participate in the voting process,
but being informed is a must.
The biggest thing is just to
get informed,” Anderson said.
“You don’t want to be voting

for somebody just because of
name recognition or because your
parents are voting for them. If
you’re going to use your vote,
you should use it wisely and get
informed about the candidates,
then make your own choice based
off that.”
Absentee balloting begins on
Friday and elections are Nov. 2.
Voters can check their registration
status online at the Secretary of
State’s website (http://www.sos.
state.mn.us/). Absentee ballot
requests can be completed on
that webpage or on your specific
county’s webpage. Student
Senate will have tabling events
and a Get Out the Vote campaign
and will also be bussing students
to and from polling places on
election day.
Leingang can be reached at
leingara@mnstate.edu.

Student Senate president decides to step down
BY CONOR HOLT
Staff Writer

The Student Senate got off
to a rough start this year, with
Senate President Heath Butrum
Today’s Weather
resigning and Vice President
Allan Branstiter becoming the
High: 65
new president.
Low: 56
Butrum, who served as
Chance of T-storms
president last year, was elected
to a second term. However,
he decided to step down after
Saturday:
Friday:
reconsidering the position over
High
65
High 65
the summer, particularly the
Low 49
Low 52
Cloudy
anticipated heavy workload
Stormy
for his senior year. With the
president’s resignation, the
Senate constitution stipulates that
the vice president automatically
assumes the position of president.
Branstiter was at first unsure
about accepting this new position.
He and Butrum had talked over
the summer, and while Butrum’s
resignation was not a surprise,
the increased workload is still a
challenge. While he understood
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New president Allan Branstiter

that becoming president was a
possibility when he ran in the
spring, “I ran for vice president
because I wanted to support
Heath,” Branstiter said. Also,
while Butrum had already served
on the Senate, Branstiter only
joined last spring, and is still

learning about the responsibilities
of the Senate.
This created a problem at
last week’s Senate meeting, as
the board was not prepared to
choose a new vice president if it
seemed likely they would soon
film Branstiter’s presidency. The
new vice president will have
to be elected soon, however, as
club officer rosters are due to
President Edna Szymanski by
Sept. 17.
However, Branstiter has
decided to honor his position
and serve as president.
“I’m happy to be president, it’s
just about making the transition,”
Branstiter said. “Life just throws
you curve balls sometimes.”
Branstiter is already hard
at work on several major
issues facing students. First is
examining the alcohol policy,
which is currently set by the city
of Moorhead and dictates that
MSUM is a strictly dry campus.
Therefore, even an alumni dinner

could not serve wine. Branstiter
and the Senate are looking into
this and discussing how it affects
MSUM. Another issue is the state
of Holmquist, which currently
houses both offices and students.
But the biggest issue facing the
Senate right now is encouraging
students to vote in the November
elections. The Senate is working
to help get students registered
and to the polls. They are also
working on getting a polling
station on campus.
If you have any thoughts on
these issues, or have any concerns
for the Senate, Branstiter and
the Senate would appreciate your
opinions.
Student Senate meetings are
held on Thursdays at 5 p.m. in
CMU 205. Meetings are open to
the students at all times for issues
or concerns. To contact the new
president, email stusen@mnstate.
edu.
Holt can be reached at
holtco@mnstate.edu.
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alendar

Sept. 9 - Sept. 15

9.9

8a.m.-5p.m. Dragon Fest
11:30a.m.-1p.m.
Acoustic Afternoon:
Amanda Duncan

9.10 8a.m.-5p.m. Dragon Fest
9a.m.-9:30p.m.
Volleyball Tournament
6:30p.m.-11p.m. Sketch
Comedy
9.11 8a.m.-5p.m. Dragon Fest
9a.m.-9:30p.m. Volleyball Tournament
9.12 8a.m.-5p.m. Dragon Fest
8a.m.-5p.m. Delta Zeta
9.13 7p.m.-11p.m. Pool
League Night
9.14 8a.m.-5p.m. Delta Zeta
7p.m.-10p.m. Volleyball
vs. UM Crookston
9.15 8a.m.-5p.m. Delta Zeta

Advocate

National
Briefs

Demonstrators protest in in Kabul

Hundreds of Afghans chanted
“death to America” and threw
rocks at a passing military convoy
on Monday in Kabul in protest to
a church’s plan to burn Qurans on
Sept. 11.
“It could endanger troops
and it could endanger the overall (Afghanistan war) effort,”
General David Petraeus, the top
U.S. commander in Afghanistan
told The Wall Street Journal.
Terry Jones, pastor of the Dove
World Outreach Center in Gainesville, Fla., denies his protest will
put troops in danger.
“It is precisely the kind of action
the Taliban uses and could cause
significant problems. Not just
here, but everywhere in the world
we are engaged with the Islamic
community.”
Jones’ church plans to go
forward with the protest anyway.

Unemployment rises

Unemployment rates are expected to reach 10 percent in
the next few months, the Labor
Department says. Only 8.6
percent, just 732,000 of the 8.4
million, of the people who lost
their jobs in the recession have
found new work.

E-mail research presentation to be held

E-mail has become the most
ubiquitous medium for communication within enterprises.
However, the popularity and
widespread adoption of e-mail is
resulting in issues such as e-mail
overload and interruptions.
The Science of E-mail
Management: A Managerial and
Research Perspective seminar
will present findings from our
recent modeling research to better
understand the science of e-mail
management.
This will be held in CB 105 on
Sept. 10 at 1:30 p.m.
For more information, contact
Jackie Siefert at 218.477.4654 or
seifertj@mnstate.edu.

Singer returns to
MSUM after years
in Europe

Mezzo-soprano
Barbara
Schramm presents a faculty
recital featuring a wide aray of
songs from Strauss to stage music
of the 1920s and ‘30s.
The performance will be Sept.
18, at 7:30 p.m. on the Gaede Stage
in the Roland Dille
Center for
the Arts on the MSUM campus.
The recital will feature English
translations and photos projected
above the stage.
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SECURITY UPDATE

Interim Director of Campus
Security Mitch Osland
Verbal abuse in
Ballard

A report was filed of verbal
domestic abuse in Ballard Hall
on Aug. 31.

Bike stolen on
campus

A bike was stolen from
between the Wellness Center &
Ballard Hall on Aug. 31.

Loitering in the
library

In the library on Sept. 2 a
report of an individual who had
possibly been trespassing before
was loitering on the first floor.
Officers responded and were
unable to locate anyone.

Man punches wall
in Grantham

A report was filed on Sept.
2 of a male who punched a
wall in Grantham Hall Lounge.
Officers located the individual
in Nelson Hall, Moorhead Police
Department responded and the
male was cited for underage
consumption and criminal
damage to property.

Woman faints in
Bridges

A female fainted in Bridges
Hall on Sept. 2 and was
transported to a local hospital.

of seven students in the Hagen
Hall computer lab using profane
language and yelling at one
another while playing online
games.

Stolen wallet
reported

A student reported a stolen
wallet with fraudulent credit card
activity on Sept. 3. The Moorhead
Police Department was notified.

Student found
unconscious in
Holmquist

A student was found passed
out in the third floor lounge
of Holmquist Hall on Sept. 4.
Moorhead Police Department
was called and the student was
transported to a local hospital.

Alcohol, drugs and
wellness

A report was filed of three
individuals loitering by the
Wellness Center on Sept. 4.
Moorhead Police Department
was called and citations were
given out for minor consumption,
possession of drug paraphernalia
and possession of a small amount
of marijuana.

Drunk female caught

An intoxicated female was
found in Murray Commons on
Sept. 4.

Students too loud

A report was filed on Sept. 3

Have you
LAUGHED
yet today?
THE ADVOCATE

News
Eurospring travels the continent
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Students have the opportunity to dabble in different cultures
BY ANDREW JASON
Staff Writer

Five months ago Marin Moberg, a junior education major,
returned from one of the greatest experiences of her life.
Moberg, along with 23 other
people, went on MSUM’s most
popular study abroad program,
Eurospring.
Next spring 25 students will
be embarking on an eight-week
trip. Students fly into London
and take a bus to Oxford where
they take three classes for five
weeks.
Students then leave on a
bus for three weeks, traveling
around the continent visiting
cities such as Paris, Florence,
Rome, Ravenna and Venice.
“People use the word lifechanging a lot to describe Eurospring,” said Janet Haak, the
director of study abroad.
Students don’t spend all their
time in classes, though. There

is a lot of freedom for students
to explore on their own. Over
Easter break they have a oneweek vacation to travel wherever they want.
“One of my favorite things
on the trip was getting to go
by ourselves for Easter break,”
Moberg said. “That was one of
my most fun experiences.”
The price of studying abroad
often defrays students from
pursuing Eurospring. Haak
said that financial aid is adjusted to cover the increased
cost. There are also two $500
scholarships available for Eurospring.
Another helpful perk is that
the program doesn’t leave until mid March which means
students can work for the
first two and a half months of
spring semester to save money.
“If students have any questions about what it is or paying
for it they can stop by and see
me,” Haak said.

Allan Chapman leads the
studies for the five weeks in
Oxford. Students have loved
his style of no-notes lecturing
and riveting storytelling for
the last thirty years.
“Chapman’s great,” Moberg
said. “Listening to him is like
storytelling.”
After the trip Moberg returned to her regular classes.
“I don’t know if it’s depressing, the classes are a whole
other dynamic, they’re not as
fun,” Moberg said.
Luckily Moberg, or anybody
for that matter, can relive last
Eurospring’s experience by
looking at photos submitted
by Eurospring students. These
photos are going to be on display in the library foyer from
Sept. 10 through Oct. 10.
Jason can be reached at
jasonan@mnstate.edu
Eurospring students visit the Berlin Wall.

Submitted photo

RAD teaches women self-defense and inspires confidence
BY BRIANNA BRICKWEG
Staff Writer

MSUM hosts Rape Aggression Defense classes on campus
to help women in the Red River
Valley area stay safe from attack
utilizing a form of protection
they already have: themselves.
Rape Aggression Defense is
a nationally known self-defense
system designed specifically for
women.
When RAD was created in
1989, the creators went through
several different martial art systems and took out techniques
that are quick to learn and easy
to remember.
RAD not only covers physi-

cal self-defense techniques. The
class talks about the survival
mentality, dealing with issues
like domestic violence, stalking
and date rape and how to live
safely in everyday life at home
and on the street.
“What I really want to do with
the RAD program and with my
students is I really want them to
get the mindset of being safer
in their day-to-day activities,”
said Sergeant Marc Baetsch, the
RAD instructor at MSUM. “Start
thinking safer, start living safer.”
However, RAD does cover
physical techniques heavily and
“puts the training offered into
practical use through simulation
training with a trained aggres-

sor,” according to the RAD brochure provided by Public Safety.
Safety precautions are taken and
heavy padding is used.
MSUM first started offering
RAD classes after Baetsch attended instructor school in St.
Louis in July 2008. The first
class was held the following October.
MSUM is the first school in
the Red River Valley to offer
the class. Courses at MSUM are
always confidential, changing
locations with each session, and
are free.
“RAD is perfect for college
students or working moms or
people that don’t have a lot of
time to go to a full martial arts
school or don’t have the money,”
Baetsch said.
Baetsch also said that a lot of
self-defense comes from being
aware of surroundings.
“I think a lot of the people who
come to school here think ‘This

is Fargo, N.D. and Moorhead,
Minn.” Baestch said. “That kind
of stuff doesn’t happen here.’
It’s realizing that crime against
women does happen.”
“It’s realizing that crime is
out there and using your head. I
talk about this in class; about 95
percent of self-defense is in your
head. It’s mental preparedness.”
Students enjoy Baectsh’s
teaching style and find the class
to be both informative and fun.
“The RAD class truly showed
me how to protect myself outside
of my home,” said Wendy McQuay, an administrative assistant
for speech, language and hearing
sciences at MSUM. “The class
instructor and the hands-on experience were great. I would
highly suggest this free course to
all college females.”
“Marc is well organized and
presented interesting facts and
safety procedures the first day
of class,” said Dr. Cecilia Mafla-

Bustamante, Spanish professor
at MSUM, “I have recommended the course to several people.
I hope to find time to get a refresher.”
In turn, Baestch enjoys working with his students.
“I enjoy teaching the class and
want to get the word out there,”
Baetsch said.
The first RAD session of the
year will begin on Oct. 4 and
held Mondays and Thursdays for
three weeks; six class sessions
total ranging from about two to
three hours.
For more information about
how to become involved in RAD
classes, contact the Public Safety office or Baetsch directly at
baetsch@mnstate.edu. More information about RAD can also
be found at www.rad-systems.
com.
Brickweg can be reached at
brickwegbr@mnstate.edu

Voted Fargo's Favorite Mexican Restaurant

Celebrating
40 Years!
Specially Priced
Appetizers
4pm-6pm & 9pm - Close Daily

Wednesdays

All you can eat Fajitas

814 Main • Fargo / 3155 45th St S • Fargo
701-293-0120 / 701-356-0120

www.mexicanvillage.com
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Advocate editorial board
Kimberly Ehrlich
Opinion Editor

Unattended
campus

The student-centered Dragon Core meeting on Tuesday
was thin on students, as was the visit from Secretary
Dorgon, as is the issue with the generally unattended
multitude of events on campus.
I’m not critizing every event on campus; Dragons After
Dark has had record attendance this year, and I remember
in particular, one event last year concerning ghosts where
there weren’t even open seats to sit.
The problem, however, comes when students find themselves getting e-mails about events that they don’t think
would be entertaining, that don’t seem relevant to them,
or are just perceived as boring.
Where are the students at the town hall meetings, the
Diversity Week events in the Spring, the special club
presentations?
Sitting there in the Dragon Core meeting, it occured to
me that a lot of students would have plenty of input on
this subject. Where were the students confused and angry
about writing intensive requirements? Where were all
those students that think that the current math requirements made no sense?
Are students intimidated by events like these; the more
personal ones that require input or where they might not
feel like they fit in?
If that’s the case, there are so many ways to prove that
pretty much every meeting or event on campus can be
relevant to students.
Events like these on campus not only inform you as to
things that are going on, but introduce you to people and
professors that are good to know. Meetings, university
committees, special guests, all of these are events any student can take advantage of, regardless of their affiliation.
University committees (which meet to discuss various
areas in the university) are also open for students to
become members of. The intention is for students to
become involved with the decisions the administration
makes.
In my time on several university committees over the
years, I have been both asked for input as a student, and
defended the students’ needs at several meetings.
So the next time you get an e-mail, don’t just write it off.
Think about who will be there, what you know about
what’s going on, and what you’d like to know.
When it comes to being involved on campus, there’s
really no way to get over-involved. If you want something
to change, go out and find how to do it.
Change won’t happen on its own, and certainly won’t
without information and drive.
Find out about your community and attend a town hall
meeting. Voice your opinion at the next meeting you get
an e-mail about.
Because if you don’t, then who will?
(If you’d like to join a committee, visit mnstate.edu/stusen
and click university comittees.)
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and your turn submissions. They should be
typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters will be published as-is.
Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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Letter to the Editor
Shame on President O’Bama. After declaring the
end of combat in Iraq, he limits the celebration to
giving a speech and signing the papers, but no fanfare. No oceanic fighter-jet landings on aircraft carriers, or any other patriotic chest-thumping spectacle
of glory. No, rather than taking advantage of this
grand opportunity for self-serving ego gratification,
O’Bama just proceded onto other matters, trivializing the high point after seven years of war, as if the
occasion was just another day at the office. Perhaps,
historically speaking, that’s all it was.
Shame on those of us who stood by apathetically,
allowing the media to persuade a wavering public
with misinformation about Iraq on behalf of private
interests. Shame on the Vietnam generation, those
who remained quiet in spite of having already lived
through a similiar, unnecessary tragedy. Granted,
we do not live in Utopia. Still, there remains just
one instance when war becomes necesssary--only as
an absolute last measure of self-defense. Invading
another nation to liberate its people, from one predicament only to leave them with another, does not
meet the criterion.
I challenge the incoming freshmen and all others
who were just becoming teens when the U.S. invaded
Iraq. Be different. Do something other than that
which was (not) done by the two generations preced-

ing yours. Pay attention. Be suspicious when the
war cry comes from those who sit on top; those who
will not be affected by their own propaganda, who
abuse their power and manipulate public perception
through the skillfull use of catchy slogans and loud
microphones, and who have dishonored the American
troops by sending them into war for political convenience. Your generation is obligated to recognize
their red flags, always disguised as patriotism, and
reject these “leaders” and their disciples, whose résumé includes the Top-Ten ways to neglect American
soldiers and pervert the American Flag. If you do
not, then historically speaking, some of your children
will also end up as just another group of kids, the
objects of collateral damage, who die needlessly in
an unjustified war, whose shortened lives or missing
limbs are used as political weapons whenever there is
an election. You can help write the future by meeting
this challenge of paying attention, and the record will
show that seven years of war in Iraq was followed
by a historic interruption, rather than the historical
intermission.
(*Editor’s note: All letters to the editor are published
as recieved.)
			
Jimmy P. Powell
				
MSUM student

Get to know the world
Ahmid Arafa
Staff Writer

There are times when I can’t even tell people that
I’m Palestinian because most of the time I’m given
a blank expression, and on more than one occasion,
a “isn’t that the country next to India?” Because of
this, I have to resort to telling people that I’m from
Jordan which I am a citizen of yes, but my country of
origin is Palestine.
I ask these people if they read newspapers, the
response: “I’ve been really busy so I haven’t read the
news lately. When was this Palestine in the news?”
Oh I don’t know, every paper for the past 70 years!
Israel? Palestine? Another blank expression.
I seriously lose a lot of respect for some (key word)
people here who are completely oblivious to what’s
going on in the world.
The aforementioned feeble excuse “I don’t have
time” is dumb. You would have time if you stopped
facebooking, skyping, tweeting, hula hooping or

whatever for five minutes, go on one of the million
and one news sites that are at your disposal (www.
bbc.co.uk is a personal favorite, USA Today, another
good choice) and read an article.
Five minutes a day literally, is not a lot. I realize
that we are living in what could be branded a cultural
desert but there are tons of people here from different
walks of life and I think it’s pertinent for anyone to
meet, or at least know about different people. That
way I don’t have to hear from newly arrived African
students at MSUM every year that people here actually ask them “Is this your first bed with a frame?” or
“Is this the first burger you’ve eaten?”
I find it befuddling that some people here know
less about countries’ plights and issues, and know
more about “Tosh.0,” Seth Rogen’s underwear and
Kim Kardafsfnasp and no I’m not going to bother
spelling her name correctly because guess what?
She’s not important! Pop culture is so immensely
important to some people that the world means squat
to them. The world, I assure you, does not revolve
around Seth Rogen’s panties.

Know something about the world?
e-mail Arafa at
arafaah@mnstate.edu
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More than the sum of your credits?
perplexing reading I’ve done for
class. Whatever the case, I will be
out and about and engaged in the
world and my studies.
There are some people for whom
this will not be the case, though.
There are some who will roll out
of bed to take an online quiz or
post on a message board about
something they may have skimread or looked up on SparkNotes.
There are some people for
whom involvement and interaction
with a professor and classmates is
an experience completely removed
from a given course or even from
the entirety of their education.
Somehow, I struggle to understand
how such an online education is as

Jake Gysland
Columnist
On the morning of this edition
of The Advocate’s publication on
September 9, I will be waking
myself up to prepare for my last
few classes of the third week
of the semester. I may remark
to myself, on my way to class,
about how autumnal the weather
is already becoming, or about the
distinct pleasure of making my
commute on bicycle, or perhaps
I’ll just be thinking about the

valuable an instruction method as
a traditional class.
Now, perhaps I am being a little
bit too critical; after all, there are
classes that I’d just as well take
online, usually those that aren’t
terribly interesting to me and that
I don’t expect to be very dificult.
It would keep my schedule a little
more relaxed, I suppose.
But on the other hand, isn’t
the expansion of one’s interests
an integral–even essential–part of
higher education? Or am I just
stuck on an outmoded romantic
notion that attending university
is about something other than
improving one’s career prospects?
Even if I were to grant that

taking a few online classes might
not be too detrimental to the quality of an education, there are still
programs (primarily at for-profit
institutions, as far as I’ve gathered, which I could launch into
another whole rant about) where
entire degrees can be had without
ever setting foot on a campus or in
classroom.
I cannot imagine a way in which
the many kinds of growth that
occur during a student’s stay at
a college or university can all
take place when the only interaction between a student and any
of his or her professors or classmates happens through a computer
screen.

What do you think? With a
push by the governor of this great
state of Minnesota to have an
astonishing 25 percent of credits
from all MnSCU institutions being
delivered online by 2015 (and
some more cavalier remarks about
$199 “iCollege” classes delivered
through PDAs and smartphones
supplanting attendance of a university altogether), the issue is
certainly one worth having an
opinion about.

Angry about online education?
e-mail Gysland at
laveccho@mnstate.edu

Conspiracies
Matt Lech

llustration by Tate Mlady / The Advocate

Columnist

Homelessness: rated E
Sheryl Hetletved
Columnist
First, I’d like to present to you
a scenario: Imagine you are in the
waiting room at the doctor’s office
waiting for the nurse to call your
name for your annual check-up with
your doctor.
While you’re waiting, the nurse
calls a man’s name and the man who
gets up is wearing a nice pin striped
suit and is a slim, clean-shaven man.
You think to yourself, “Wow,
this guy must be pretty successful at
whatever job he has. Wish I could
have talked to him to get some tips
for my post-college job hunt.”
Then, you go back to reading the
magazine you picked up to read
while waiting for your appointment.
What you don’t know is how this
man is jobless and homeless and he
got some assistance in getting some
nice clothes for his job hunt as he
was laid off some time ago due to

the economic state this country is in.
Homelessness is something not
always obvious to our eyes when we
think about someone being homeless. Our stereotypical idea of homelessness is the bag lady on the street
corner with her shopping cart asking
for spare change to get something
to eat.
What most people don’t always
realize is how homelessness knows
no face and doesn’t know any season. Many people go homeless
because they can’t find a good job
to keep up with bills or the training/
education to find that good job.
Many homeless people with kids
are also homeless as this situation
doesn’t discriminate against age
either. There are many things people
can do to help with this issue and
donating money to local shelters
doesn’t have to be the only way
someone can help. Donating time
to help educate someone, babysit or
help direct people toward assistance
programs is something else which
can be done. Anything helps, even
volunteering time at local shelters.
Many times one can think of other

ways to help through volunteering activities. Starting some sort of
drive to collect useful household
or toiletry items is another useful
activity. Just remember someone
you know could be on the verge of
becoming homeless and you could
not know it. There are many people
you pass by on the street and stores
and not even know they are homeless. They could be the best-dressed
(or worst-dressed) person in the
store and have no home to sleep in
at night.
Many times, homeless people are
forced to sleep in the park or in their
car parked somewhere on a street
corner. We’re all taught as children
to not judge others, but most times
we lose our way because of the
impact our friends and other people
have on us to “fit in” and we don’t
want to be embarrassed to stand
up for those issues which are more
important to be someone we’re not.
Wish homelessness wasn’t for all?
e-mail Hetletved at
hetletvesh@mnstate.edu

The government was on to me. I was sitting in my dorm room watching
the 9/11 “truth” documentary, “Loose Change,” when the video mysteriously
stopped loading. Bush was still president after all; he couldn’t afford to let a
Midwestern eighteen-year-old join those who knew he orchestrated the attacks
on the World Trade Center and Pentagon. The hair stood up on the back of
my neck.
I did eventually finish the documentary, Grantham Hall’s Internet be
damned. I watched numerous others after that. Then I read any blog I could
find on the subject. I was utterly convinced the Bush administration carried
out 9/11 as a pretext to invade the Mideast. I was a Truther.
It’s three years later and the whole subject still fascinates me. Now, however, the conspiracy theories look like paranoid delusions. It’s difficult to
believe them when you remember that the government is historically brilliant
at finding ways to invade countries that don’t involve murdering thousands of
its own civilians, risking revolution if discovered.
But this isn’t the place to disprove conspiracies. What is certain, is that this
is an emotional issue for those convinced one way or another. I was arguing
with a friend, let’s call him Mulder, who claimed that those skeptical of the
conspiracy, like myself, were “sheep.” His tone reminded me of when, as a
seventh grader, my friends called me a “mama’s boy” when I failed to steal
wine coolers from our fridge for a sleepover. I changed the subject.
Despite reopening a repressed scar from my childhood, Mulder is an intelligent and friendly person. He isn’t, as far as I can tell, a paranoid lunatic.
This is true of most people I know with his beliefs. It’s good to be skeptical of
government activity. After all, we were led to war with Iraq based on phantom
weapons of mass destruction. I would point out, though, that there is a big difference between being skeptical and assuming everything is a lie.
A recent victim of misguided skepticism is climate science. A 2010 study
concluded that “97 to 98 percent of the climate researchers most actively
publishing in the field support the tenets of Anthropogenic Climate Change.”
Nonetheless, a survey released in January of this year found that only 57 percent of Americans believed climate change is happening.
Climate change deniers would have you believe that those 97 to 98 percent
of scientists are either incompetent or misleading us, which is a conspiracy
theory that shouldn’t survive even a moment of contemplation. They’d mention the “Climategate” e-mail scandal. An embarrassment, to be sure, but one
that had no effect on the scientific consensus that preceded it. It’s all very
tedious. If 97 to 98 perccent of volcano scientists told you a certain volcano
was going to erupt any minute, would you picnic on the side of it?
If we have any interest in truth at all, we need to be as skeptical about
conspiracy theories as we are about official stories. If the point is to look like
some sort of truth messiah, however, by all means continue reading blogs that
say the planes that took down the towers were actually cruise missiles projecting holograms.
Want to be a sheep?
e-mail Lech at lechma@mnstate.edu

We’re looking for something sexy.
The Advocate is currently searching for a sex columnist to write about real issues dealing with sexuality
and relationships. E-mail a sample column to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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Steps to increase bike safety
By DANE KIPP

Staff Writer
Biking is a popular pastime, especially among college students. If cyclists
aren’t careful, it can turn dangerous quick. Here are a few tips from local bike
enthusiasts to keep pleasant rides in the park from becoming trips to the ER.
One of the most important things, according to local tri-athlete Cooper
Taylor, is to always tell someone where you’re going, especially when riding
alone. This is a simple step to help locate missing riders. In the same vein,
he encouraged everyone to “bring some kind of identification with you, for
example, carry a road ID.” This is important in emergency situations. To help
avoid those kind of situations, he stressed the importance of wearing bright
colors to appear more visible.
Josey Fog, an MSUM student that trains year-round for the 300 mile MS
Tram, offered some of his own advice on how to avoid accidents.
“Check your tire pressure before every ride,” he said. “That’s a big one.
Another thing is to check your bike regularly, at least once a year.”
Once on the road, he advised riders to stay on designated bike trails to avoid
traffic. If it’s impossible to avoid main roads, stay on the street, ride with
traffic and use hand signals. If riding with others, go in a single lane and “give
yourself some space, especially if you’re a new rider.”
When riding with others, it’s also important to let them know when
they’re going to be passed. “When passing yelling ‘left’ or ‘right’ is common
courtesy,” Taylor said.
Both Fog and Taylor reminded everyone to wear their helmets, and to wear
reflective clothing if riding at night. To all riders out there, remember to have
fun, but be safe.

Chris Franz / Photo Editor
A white bike is used as a memorial called “Ghost Bike” to honor Kristopher Close at the intersection of
8th Street and 24th Avenue in south Moorhead.

Kipp can be reached at kippda@mnstate.edu

Bike thefts becoming more prevalent in Fargo-Moorhead area
By TIFFANY BRODEN
Staff Writer

In the last month there have been six bikes reported stolen to the
MSUM Public Safety Office according to sergeant Brent Halverson.
“After a bike is reported to us,” Halverson said, “we refer the person
to either the Fargo or Moorhead Police. They get a lot of bikes turned
in because most times the bike is stolen, rode for a little while then
dumped somewhere.”
The best way to keep a bike safe is to buy a bike lock and attach it
to a pole or a designated bike rack. When a bike is left unlocked, it can
easily tempt a passerby to steal. The bike itself is not the only thing
that’s being stolen, but bike seats and wheels have also gone missing.
“When a bike is reported stolen to us we treat it like any other theft,”
Halverson said. “We get personal information such as phone numbers,
e-mail addresses and addresses and get a good description of the bike.”
Student Susanne Al-Kayali’s sister had her bike stolen. “She had it
at Island Park while she was at the pool last summer,” Al-Kayali said.
“She didn’t lock it up because she thought Fargo was a safe enough
town, and bike theft didn’t happen.” Al-Kayali is a political science
major at MSUM.
Bike theft is not recent in the F-M area. In 2007 the Moorhead
Police had 70 bikes reported stolen and the number has only been
growing. “Getting information to the right people is key to getting
your bike back.” Halverson said.
Photos by Ben Green / The Advocate
Sri Kadimisetty locks his bike outside the library on campus. Kadimisetty said he has heard about bikes
being stolen from friends and posters around campus.

Broden can be reached at brodenti@mnstate.edu
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Samson enjoys serving students, wins award
By Chayanee Haley
Copy Editor

On
Aug.
17,
MSUM
University Excellence Awards
were announced to faculty and
staff at an all-university meeting.
The recipients of these awards
are nominated and the winners
are selected by a committee
of university faculty and staff
members.
Among the award-winners
was Kim Samson, the university
bookstore supervisor. Samson
was recognized for excellence in
service to students.
Samson did not expect this
award. She said that she hadn’t
even been fully paying attention
to the awards ceremony, under
the assumption that she wouldn’t
receive anything. She perked up
at the mention of someone who
was “saving students money and
watching profit margins,” and
then heard the emcee say that the
winner of the service to students
award had invited international
students over to her house to
go snowmobiling. At this point,
Samson knew that they had to be
referring to her.
Samson is modest about this
honor: “I think a lot of people
are deserving of this on this
campus. I just happened to be
selected.”
As the bookstore supervisor,
Samson directs a lot of the
business affairs of the bookstore.
She said that she stays updated
on what’s happening among
the bookstore demographic by
subscribing to list-serves and
college bookstore journals.
“Basically, I feel it’s my job,
as the bookstore director, to have
a feel for what’s going on in our
industry,” Samson said.

Kim Samson, bookstore supervisor, hands textbooks to students in the campus bookstore.
Samson also described part of
her job as “trying to fit the needs
that our student-base has with
what is out there and available.”
In that sense, Samson clearly
has the students in mind when
putting forth effort to improve
the bookstore.
“I’ve been in this business a
long time and I mean, I love my
job. I really do,” Samson said.
Although a lot of Samson’s
job is affiliated with the business
side of the bookstore, she also

interacts with students.
“Students sometimes will
come into my office and say, ‘I
think you should’ or ‘You should
look at this,’ and, you know, I
hope for sure that I would listen
to those things,” Samson said.
“The bottom line is that you’re
still serving students.”
Concerning her Excellence
in Service to Students award,
Samson said: “I was very
humbled by it all, and certainly
wasn’t expecting it. Like I said,

there are many people at this
university who are deserving of
this award, so I appreciate in
greatly.”
The other award recipients
that night were: associate
professor of philosophy ChangSeong Hong and math professor
Tim Peil for Excellence in
Teaching; the MSUM theater
department, associate professor
of anthropology George Holley
and psychology professor
Lisa Nawrot for Excellence in

Robert Jacobson / The Advocate
Research and Creative Work;
safety administrator Al Breuer
and professor of health and
physical education Jim Gemar
for Excellence in Service to the
University; psychology professor
Olivia Melroe and associate
professor of nursing and health
Pam Kirk for Excellence in
Service to the Community.
Haley can be reached at
heleych@mnstate.edu

Professor, veteran honored for book on Pacific War
By MATTHEW BECKMAN
Staff Writer

The first soldier to die at Guadalcanal, Ken Foubert.

University archivist and
professor Terry Shoptaugh
can now add “award winning
author” to his resume.
Shoptaugh will be honored
later this month at the annual
Military Writers Society of
America (MWSA) awards
banquet in Pittsburgh.
His book, “They Were
Ready: The 164th Infantry in
the Pacific War,” has received
the 2010 bronze medal in the
military/army category.
“We’re very, very proud
of Terry, and we’d like to
congratulate him on a job
well done,” said the MWSA
president Joyce Faulkner.
Faulkner said that there
were many outstanding books
entered this year, and some
award categories had multiple
gold, silver or bronze medals
handed out to reflect the
outstanding quality.
Shoptaugh said his book
and the award are all for the
soldiers he wrote about.
“I feel that in getting an
award for the book, they’re
being honored more than
anything else, because they’re
the ones who put their lives on

the line, and also, it’s for the
ones who didn’t come home.”
Shoptaugh stressed the age of
soldiers in the 164th Infantry,
saying they were just kids out
of high school, risking their
lives.
Shoptaugh told the tale of a
young man named Ken Foubert
who dropped out of high school
at the age of 15 to find work to
help his family. After joining
the National Guard, his unit
was called up to serve in the
U.S. Army, and they were
sent to the Pacific island of
Guadalcanal in the Solomon
Islands.
“First day they landed on
Guadalcanal the Japanese came
down with heavy ships, landed
some troops at night, U.S. Navy
was too weak at that time to
stop them and then they started
sending these big shells on
where the Americans landed.
They sent bombers over and
dropped bombs on them, he
was the first guy killed by one
of those bombings.”
Another soldier covered in
Shoptaugh’s book, Douglas
Burtell, documented what he
saw in the war by drawing
pictures, sometimes even
during battle. He documented

death, firefights and even the
activities the soldiers engaged
in, which Shoptaugh said was
really kid’s stuff. They would
even go swimming after a
battle.
In the end Shoptaugh took
away a lot from what he learned
during his writing process, and
he hopes it will come through
for readers.
“People are capable of
incredible kindnesses to one
another,” Shoptaugh said.
“Where they will literally
give the last pair of dry
socks they have to a friend
on a battlefield, while they’re
miserable. The human spirit
can really endure a lot, a lot
of horrible circumstances. It’s
sort of sadly inspiring.”
Despite that, Shoptaugh plans
on going a different direction
for his next possible book.
“I will be honest with you,
I’m thinking of writing some
kind of comedy now. I need
something that’s a little less
serious, a little less grim. I’m
thinking of the history of the
Marx brothers.”
Beckman can be reached at
beckmanma@mnstate.edu
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Local band ‘Animal Lover’ releases record
BY TYLER SORENSON
Staff Writer

At 8:30 p.m. on Sept. 9,
the Red Raven in downtown
Fargo will host the local
band, Animal Lover, who
will perform and debut their
first 7-inch record before
embarking on a month-long
tour.
Animal Lover is made up
of guitarist-vocalist Addison
Shark, drummer Nate Fisher
and bassist Evan Bullinger. If
the power trio’s name strikes
you as unfamiliar, perhaps
their respective predecessors
will stir your memory. Shark
and Fisher are alumni of
Gumbi, the heavy punk outfit
while Bullinger is a former
guitarist for the underground
metal group, Host.
Both bands hailed from
the Fargo-Moorhead area.
For Shark, the union came
naturally.
“Our bands went on tour
together and I guess we
bonded or something,” Shark
said. “A few months later
both our bands broke up so we
just combined forces.”
The Animal Lover sound is
a bit difficult to encapsulate,
even for Shark. “I’ve never
had an easy time describing
our sound,” Shark said. “I
guess that’s up to someone
else to decide.” If the tracks,
available at their Myspace
page
(www.myspace.com/

animalloverband),
offer
any assistance, it smacks of
bass-heavy noise-punk that
pushes and plods with relative
consistency. As passionate
devotees to everything from
post-punk luminaries such
as The Fall to Krautrock
legends like Kraftwerk, their
influences are diverse.
“We’re all pretty big music
fans and we don’t listen to one
particular sound,” Shark said.

Songwriting
is
more
fortuitous than methodical.
“Usually we do a lot of
jamming to write songs,”
Shark said. “Sometimes I’ll
come in with a few guitar riffs
to start out with but it’s mostly
invented during practice.
Same goes for the lyrics.”
This spontaneity carried over
into the recording process.
After a euphoric venture
through
Nickelodeon

sumitted photo

Universe
at the Mall of America, the
members of Animal Lover
convened the next day to lay
out the 7-inch. “We recorded
everything live (except for
vocals) in one day,” Shark
said, “This was in St. Paul at
our friend’s recording space.
It was an awesome day and
the best recording experience
we’ve ever had.”
Following the Red Raven

release party, the group will
launch into an ambitious tour
of the West; nearly twenty
venues in twenty days.
Although Animal Lover
has only existed for nine
months
and performed
live for four
their prior
experience has helped them
significantly with booking.
Even as a few venues remain
to be determined, Shark is
grateful.
“We know some really
nice bands/people who are
helping us out with shows,”
Shark said. “And we’ve done
a lot of blind e-mailing/phone
calling to strangers asking for
shows.”
Deliberately avoiding the
traditional bar band route,
Animal Lover is actively
pursuing houses or art spaces
to perform in.
“Bar shows aren’t that
much fun.” Shark said. What
happens after the release party
and tour is still unsettled.
Shark is hopeful for
continuing Animal Lover’s
discography. “We want to
record a full length LP but
those things are expensive,”
he admits. “We have to write
more songs first.”
Sorenson can be reached at
sorensty@mnstate.edu

Dive 95 presents rock concert in F-M area
BY TYLER SORENSON
Staff Writer

Fargo-Moorhead’s Dive 95
is only one of a small handful
of low-power radio stations
officially licensed by the
FCC.
Because
of
the
strict
regulations under which it
operates, Dive isn’t able to
resort to traditional advertising
like most commercial stations.
Instead, it’s financed entirely
through listener donations.
As a fledgling non-profit
station, Dive comes across as an
unlikely candidate to organize
such an ambitious festival.
Programming-wise, it’s a bit of
a hybrid, playing both secular
and non-secular rock music.
Station manager Ben Larson
and volunteer Adam Hansen
explained how they managed it
all.
“It was really tough in the
beginning,”
Hansen
said.
“Like, we contacted probably a
hundred bands.”
“More than that,” Larson said,
“definitely.”
“Yeah,” Hansen agrees. “And
got nothing but ‘no’s.”
“We had bands come back
to us and we would throw an
offer at them and basically they
would laugh at us,” Larson said.
“We had to find bands that were
friendly to the cause, if you will,
and understand that we’re trying
to do something different. With
the festival, if we can get people
to believe in what we’re doing,
I think that’s the key. And that’s
where a lot of these bands came
in.”

“At first it was tough,
because a lot of bands didn’t
understand what we were trying
to do,” Larson said. “I want
to legitimize the Fargo scene
not to say that it’s not but I really
want to bring us together and
say, ‘Hey, look. The indie kids,
the hardcore kids, the whatever
kids. We can all get along, have
a festival and enjoy the day.’ I
grew up in Fargo and I’ve seen
some amazing things up here.”
“Hopefully this will be one of
them. Hopefully. Who knows?”
“Accommodating everyone,”
Hansen said, “making sure
they have everything
well,
maybe not everything
but
as much as we can give them,
within reason, and making
sure it’s going to be a positive
experience for them as well as
the people who attend it.”
“And to add to that,”
Larson said, “there were some
conversations that we had with
bands and I really had to put
my foot down as the station
manager and be fairly strict on
the amount of money that we
were spending.”
He demonstrates his obstinacy
by chopping his palm.
“There were times where
there were some heated glares
back and forth because some
of the volunteers really wanted
these specific bands but those
bands weren’t willing to move.
And I wasn’t willing to move
because I knew that if we went
to that amount, we would lose
our shirt. We wouldn’t be able
to get these other bands.”
“Your Rock Fest” has the

potential to become an annual
event if it’s successful this time
around.
“What’s that saying?” Larson
taps his empty cup. “You
might want to help me look
that up sometime. It says, um,
never look down on meager
beginnings.”
Idiomatically, it’s never
despise meager beginnings but
that’s hindsight talking.
“And that’s what I’ve been
asking the listener out there,
the person who likes Dive 95,”
Larson said. “Be patient with
us because there are so many
things that I want to do. It’s
like having the fastest car in the
world without wheels. I’ve got
everything else and it runs great
on the stand but I just can’t get
it rolling yet. We have a ton of
things that we want to do with
this festival in the future.”
Larson
describes
what
concert-goers can expect.
“If I were to paint a picture,”
Larson said, “You show up.
There’s going to be bands
playing. There’s going to be
alternate stages. There’s going
to be a lot of variety. You’re
going to have opportunities to
interact with local businesses
that have either given or want
to be a part of what we’re doing
and they believe in what we’re
doing.”
He briefly reminisces about
attending the first Purple Door
Festival in Pennsylvania. That
event just wrapped its fifteenth
year.
“That’s
something
that
we’re trying to recreate.

Something that’s not just like
go-go-go-go. You pay, come,
have a good time. Encourage
yourself to interact, have some
fun,”
Larson said, “If you’re at
a show and you’re seeing a
band that you like and you
see somebody else, start a
conversation. That’s what we’re
hoping to do. We’re hoping to
build a community of people
that enjoy what we’re doing.”
What does Dive 95 need from
people?
“We need volunteers to come
be a part of this festival,” Hansen
said. “The encouragement with
Dive and the non-profits is to
get out and be a part of that. We

want you to be a part of what
we’re doing.”
Who: Dive 95.9 presents
What: Your Rock Fest
Where: Gio’s Grill & Bar
When: Saturday at 1 p.m.
For more information, visit
www.dive95.com
Check out the podcast from this
interview and others at www.
msumadvocate.com

Sorenson can be reached at
sorensty@mnstate.edu

NDSU College of Pharmacy,
Nursing, and Allied Sciences
Career Fair
Thursday, September 16
10 a.m.- 2:30 p.m.

Open to college & high school students, parents,
and others interested in Pharmacy, Nursing,
Clinical Laboratory Science, Radiologic Sciences,
and Respiratory Care.

Fargodome

Free to All Attendees
More than 50 booths representing all careers in
these fields. Visit with professionals, faculty, staff,
and students.
Free Parking
For more information, call: Sara Wald @ 231-6461 or
Kristi Weston @ 231-7751
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BY GRANT ERTL
Staff Writer

The second film based on
Steig Larson’s best-selling
series is now screening at
the Fargo Theatre. “The Girl
Who Played with Fire” is the
sequel to last year’s critically
acclaimed film: “The Girl with
the Dragon Tattoo.”
The film continues the
story of Lisbeth Salander
(Noomi Rapace), a dark and
mysterious
young
woman
with a photographic memory
and a knack for being in the
wrong place at the wrong
time, and Mikael Blomkvist
(Mikael Nikqvist), a virtuous
and persistent investigative
journalist.
The pair recently parted ways
after an exhausting adventure
in the first film. Blomkvist
has returned to working as
a journalist at Millennium
Magazine, and Salander, now
far wealthier, has relocated
to someplace warmer than
Sweden.
Part two begins roughly
a year after the first film.
Salander is having nightmares
about events that took place in
the first film between her and
quasi-guardian, Nils Bjurman
(Peter Andersson). She then
returns to Sweden to deal with
Bjurman after she finds out
that he hasn’t been keeping up
with the monthly reports on her
progress.
Blomkvist is working on a
book deal about the Russian
sex trade with a young author
named Dag Svensson (Hans
Christian Thulin). The plot takes
off when Mikael discovers that

Dag and his wife have been shot
in their own home and evidence
pins Lisbeth to the crime.
“The Girl Who Played with
Fire” is a dark and winding
journey. It shows Mikael
as a tenacious investigator,
something that was downplayed
in the first film, going above
and beyond the police. It also
gives the audience a look deeper
into Lisbeth’s dark and haunted
past, something that was only
hinted at in the first film.
The film has some great
imagery of the Sweden’s
metropolises and the country’s
beautiful countryside. It’s an
excellent juxtaposition to the
shadowy dealings that take
place within their boundaries.
The film has a biting realism
to it. Don’t expect the highly
stylized violence of a film like
“Wanted.” Most of the action
is shown in simply in a few
different cuts. Occasionally,
there are awkward moments of
slow motion that don’t really
fit into the rest of the film, but
they are easily forgiven. Most
scenes are shot effectively and
rarely indulgently.
This isn’t a Hollywood film
peppered with beautiful starlets
either. Nikqvist is no Johnny
Depp with his prominent gut
and acne-scarred face, however,
this adds to the believability.
Rapace,
however,
would
be perfectly at home in an
American version of the film;
she lights up the screen almost
every time she appears. Her
marvelous performance helps
as well.
In fact, almost all the
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performances in the movie
are very strong. Andersson
is excellent as the cowardly
Bjurman, begging for his life.
Some of the best scenes, despite
being heavy with exposition,
are those with Nikqvist and
Ralph Carlsson, who plays a
corrupt Security officer who’s
duped into helping solve the
case.
The only weak performance
comes from real-life boxer
Paolo Roberto who is clearly
not at home on the screen, even
when he’s playing himself.
“The Girl Who Played with
Fire” does have the problems
that are often associated with
the middle portions of trilogies.
There is no true beginning and a
very unsatisfied ending.
It might be kind of hard to
follow for those who have not
seen the first film or read the
book series.
Even if you are familiar,
the movie presents a lot of
information very quickly. This
is made even more difficult
by the Swedish language with
English subtitles.
Despite all these issues,
the film is definitely worth
checking out. It’s very rare that
American audiences get to see
films from this part of the world
in movie theaters. And, with a
summer of very weak movies,
“The Girl Who Played with
Fire” would certainly be a more
satisfying experience than most
of the films at the major theaters
in town.
Ertl can be reached at
ertlgr@mnstate.edu

Off Storewide
1506 Central Ave. NE
E. Grand Forks, MN
218.773.9997 | 9am - 11pm
409 Main Ave.

(located in the old Cheapo)

Moorhead, MN
218.287.1616 | 10am - 11pm
1825 Main Ave.
Moorhead, MN
218.233.3161 | 10am - 11pm
517 Washington Ave.
Detroit Lakes, MN
218.847.1099 | 12pm - 8pm

Friday Night: 8:00pm-Close
$
Domestic Beer and a Shot - 5

Monday & Thursday Nights:
$
Mug Nights 2.95 refills (34oz.)
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Athletics Department connects with students online
Succesful social networks create “buzz” for Dragons sports
BY MICHAEL SMITH

Sports Editor
Despite some early season struggles for MSUM
sports teams, the athletics
department has been thriving online with a significant
increase in its following.
Jon
Wepking,
Media
Relations Assistant for Social
Networking and Marketing
for the athletics department
is implementing some new
ideas to expand the online
footprint.
“This is the first time we
have ever done anything
like this,” Wepking said.
“Facebook is one of our
main ones because it links
our YouTube and Twitter
accounts together.”
The athletics department
Facebook page, which uses

Scorch as the platform, has
seen an increase of over
600 active users in the last
month. The YouTube channel, DragonAthleticsTV, had
2,000 more hits than normal last month and was in
the top 20 for “most subscribed to” on YouTube for
the month.
“We are excited to see
people exploring the social
media things and if they keep
reacting like that, we are
going to keep it updated so
there are new things to look
at every day,” Wepking said.
“I will probably put two new
videos on (YouTube) today.
My goal is to have at least
two new videos a week.”
For those not interested
in social networking but
still want to get the scores,

msumdragons.com, the main
athletics website, is having
success of its own. Recently,
it gathered the most hits in

one day that it has ever had.
“I use the website for
mostly
schedules
and
scores,” senior Cole Ryg

Courtesy of Athletic Media Relations

said. “However, most college students use Facebook
and Twitter and other sites
like that to communicate so
it would make sense to use
social media to reach out to
them.”
With new technologies,
the athletics department can
reach out in more ways than
just over the social networks.
They offer live in-game scoring and can even send the
final score or newsworthy
updates to your cell phone.
“The benefits have been
good with the buzz,”
Wepking said.
“We are
hoping to bring in social
networking to get people
excited about the games and
getting them to the game is
the main goal.”
Smith can be reached at
smithmi@mnstate.edu

How to use the
athletic department

ChoiceTunes Checking

Earn iTunes® rewards* for your everyday banking
• $10 iTunes® Reward* at account opening
• $5 iTunes® reward* per month
• Custom choiceTunes Debit Card

• free Mobile banking
• Free Online Banking
• no ATM fees

SOUNDS GOOD... LITERALLY.
Open yo
ChoiceTu ur
nes
accoun
t
mychoic today at
etunes.c
om

social networks
Follow Scorch
for and all the
latest Dragon
information,
contests, polls,
photos and videos on Facebook.
View
the
latest
behind
the scenes, ingame or postgame action and
comments of Dragon Athletics.
Track
the
latest Dragon
News on twitter by following the athletic
department
at
twitter.com/dragonsports

4501 23rd Avenue South
Fargo, ND 58104
701.356.9700

210 sheyenne street
West Fargo, ND 58078
701.277.9258

* Reward - $10 iTunes® gift certificate at account opening. Monthly $5 iTunes® gift certificate when the following requirements are met each statement cycle: 1. Enroll in and receive monthly e-Statements,
2. Enroll in Online Banking and access 3 times per month. 3. Complete 10 Point of Sale (POS) Debit Card transactions per month. Reward will be paid in increments of $10. A minimum of two qualifying
months must be met before a reward will be paid. The account must remain open and in good standing. A maximum of $70 in rewards may be earned in the first calendar year the account is open and $60
in rewards each following calendar year. Member FDIC. Subject to change at any time.

Register
for
c o m p l e t e
updates
for
in-game, postgame and newsworthy updates through text
messaging to your cell phone.
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Soccer held scoreless during opening weekend
BY LOGAN GROSSMAN
Sports Writer
GAME 1
The MSUM Dragon women’s soccer team
welcomed the Viterbo Universtiy V-hawks
(Wis.) to Moorhead on Saturday for the opener
of the 2010 women’s soccer season. After a
hard-fought battle from both teams, the visitors
came out on top with a 2-0 victory.
Both teams seemed eager to get the season
rolling. The Dragons offense tried to grab a
quick advantage with four shots in the first 15
minutes but was unable to put one in the net.
The V-hawks were powerless at the start and
didn’t record a shot in that time.
“Our team has suffered a good number of
injuries this year,” Cocah Rollie Bulock said.
“We’ve had a lot of players filling positions that
they’re not used to playing, and I think that each
has done a very good job of taking on their new
tasks.”
Junior Abby Kettler also thought that filling
the holes in the team was handled well.
“The team is really low on healthy players right now,” she said, “but every player is
doing a great job adjusting and adapting to
what they need to do. I think that any of these
players could play any position the way they’ve
handled it.”

However, about halfway through the first
period, the V-hawks’ Lauren Neet was the first
to put points on the board, giving the visitors a
1-0 lead.
The V-hawks carried momentum into the second half, as it became a defensive struggle for
the Dragons. Not wasting any time, they were
quickly able to match the shots taken by the
Dragons. Then with the clock winding down,
the V-hawks solidified their lead with another
goal, this time by the efforts of Steph Weisen.
The season opener ended in favor of the Vhawks with a 2-0 win over the Dragons.
“I think that everybody worked very hard out
there,” Bulock said. “Everybody played up to
their ability and is contributing to our goal as a
team. One thing we need to work on is finishing in the final third of the field. We did great
moving the ball down the field and getting into
position, but we just couldn’t capitalize. We’re
going to work on getting on the same page and
connecting more of our passes.”
Kettler also saw good things from the game.
“I know there are a few things we can work
on like communication and movement, but I
thought the team really did a great job, and the
score just didn’t reflect the way we played.”
Minot State University Beavers are next on
the schedule for the Dragons.

GAME 2
After a tough loss the day before, the
MSUM Dragon women’s soccer team
looked to kick back Sunday but fell 2-0
againt Minot State Universtiy.
Coach Rollie Bulock took a different approach heading into this game.
“We changed our formation of play to be
a little more defensive,” he said. “We knew
Minot State played at a higher level and
tended to send the long balls behind our
defense, so a 3-back formation probably
wasn’t going to match their game.”
Abby Kettler, starting midfielder for the
Dragons, thought the team would work well
in the new formation.
“We knew Sunday we would have a new
setup enforcing our defense,” she said. “The
team did a fine job of adjusting to certain
situations.”
The Dragon’s defense was tested right
away as Minot pressured the goal from the
start. The Beavers took the lead early when
Tara McPartland scored with 22 minutes to
go in the first.
The Minot offense remained strong
throughout the first half, taking six shots and
holding the Dragons to none. They would
go on to make a few more attempts, with
one goal off set by a penalty and two others

bouncing off the metal frame, Lexi Kidd
took advantage of a penalty shot and gave
the Beavers a 2-0 lead at the half.
Coach Bulock still looks optimistically at
the season ahead. “Hopefully, the lack of
scoring won’t be a pattern this year, and I
don’t think it will,” he said. “The effort was
definitely there from all of the players. They
were there all the time, and never gave up on
each other or the team. That effort was there
to the last whistle of the game, and this is a
positive indicator of the upcoming season.”
Kettler also sees good things ahead in the
season. “We just got unlucky this weekend,”
she said. “We need to work on starting early.
There are a lot of things we pick up from the
first half that we take in the second half. We
just need to figure these things out and use
them before the games even start.”
“We definitely have a great chance at making conference,” she said. “At the start of the
year we all set personal goals, and a lot of
it was staying consistent with our play and
giving 100 percent. Sure we still have a lot
of room for improvement, but if we keep up
this attitude for the rest of the season, we still
have a lot of time to accomplish what we set
out to do.”
Grossman can be reached at
grossmanlo@mnstate.edu
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CLASSIFIEDS

Services

Students/ParentsStop paying rent! Buy an
investment property, collect
rent and live there for little
or nothing. Call Marc today
with PRG Home Sales. 701
499-3937.
www.PRGHomeSales.com.
FREE Pregnancy
testing and confirmation
www.firstchoiceclinic.com
or 701.237.6530

Employment

Do you know someone who
plays guitar and/or keyboard?
Someone who has personality
plus? Do you know someone
who is a rockstar and not afraid
to be a “fool” for Christ? Do
you know someone who can
lead a large group of kids in
singing praises to God?
Hope Lutheran Church is
looking for such a person to
lead worship for kids 3yrs.- 5
th grade. It is a three hour
time commitment on Sunday
mornings (9:30a.m.-11:30 a.m)
and Wednesday evenings(6:007:00p.m.) during the school
year. It is a paid position.
Contact Pastor Steph at
stollefson@fargohope.org or
call 701-235-6629.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

18 Cutting Edge Computers
3 HD Console Stations
Retro Gaming Section
Affordable Computer Repair
Custom Computer Building
Over 450 Games to Choose From
Student Discounts Available

Employment

PT Juvenile Counselor --Clay County is accepting
on-going applications for both
male and female part-time
Juvenile Counselors (nonexempt) at the West Central
Regional Juvenile Center. Duties
include the supervision of youth
in a secure setting, facilitating
group and individual counseling
sessions, providing secure
transportation to and from court
hearing and appointments and
tending to the residents’ general
needs. People who are pursuing
a career in Human Services,
Corrections or Criminal Justice
are preferred. Experience working
with adolescents desirable.
Starting salary is $10.25 per hour.
Hours will be mostly evenings,
nights and weekends. If you have
any questions about the position,
feel free to call (218) 299-5150
Applications
forms
are
available from:
Clay County
Personnel Dept.
807 North 11th Street
Moorhead, MN 56560
Or www.co.clay.mn.us
“AN
EQUAL
O P P O R T U N I T Y /
AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION
EMPLOYER”

Employment

The
FARGODOME
is
accepting applications for
part-time employment in the
following positions:
•
Custodians
•
Stage Hands
•
Conversion Workers
•
Parking attendants
•
Uniform Security
•
Concession Cashiers
•
Concession Fry Cooks
Hours vary according to
event schedules. Applicants are
encouraged to fill out applications
at the FARGODOME, 1800
North University Drive, Fargo,
ND. No phone calls please.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Make some extra money!
Become an advertising
representative for The Advocate.
Payment is based on
commission. Hours are based on
your availability.
Part Time with good pay,
bonuses and flexiable hours. ND
Fraternal Order of Police Call
Center Representative - Apply
in person after 12:00 pm at 119
5th St. N. Fargo, ND ,
Phone 701-356-1266

Open Daily at Noon + 701.476.1337

14 Roberts St N Fargo

WWW.SECTION9CAFE.COM

